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The path beyond the bend 

 

Have you ever walked along a path  
And looked ahead of you  

To where the road turned suddenly 
And seemed lost awhile from view? 
Think of your dear one living still 

Where the road goes on without end -  
It is only we who do not see 
The path beyond the bend 
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WITH EMPATHY WE WELCOME THE FOLLOWING NEW 
FAMILIES: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our deepest sympathy to Allie Turnock and her family on the death of her 

husband Al on June 6th.   

Thank you for all you did for us Al.  We will deeply miss you.  Forever 

remembered John. 
 

Our  thoughts go out to all 

bereaved parents whose 

child(ren) would be 

celebrating a birthday 

during the months of July 

and  August. 

 

We  cannot help but think 

of what could have been, 

but we can find some 

comfort in what was.    

May it be a time of 

reflection and warm 

memories. 

DO YOU KNOW? DO YOU KNOW? 
 

Do you know what I’ve learned, that the deepest, 

truest healing offered by The Compassionate Friends 

comes not in the first few years, but later? 

 

Do you know that just when you think there is no 

more to gain by coming to meetings, something you 

will say or do will help another, and another...and 

exponentially, through your opened heart, there can 

flow riches, gifts beyond imagining? 

 

Do you know that TCF’s truest alchemy lies not in 

what we can give, that by turning grief’s dark energy 

and inner absorption outwards towards the hope of 

helping others we can regain a sense of purpose, 

honor our beloved children, and take them with us as 

we do? 

 

All this...if only you stay on - or come back - to help 

those more newly bereaved, sharing your own unique 

path through grief and learning, along with others, 

what you do not know you know.   
 

~ Genesse Bourdeau Gentry 

Upper & Lower Cape Cod Chapters 

“The terribly intense grief will eventually subside, but it will return.  Grief may be 
like an ocean.  Sometimes the seas are calm, and sometimes they rage.  Our grief is 

sometimes manageable, and sometimes, it is out of control.” 
 

Grief Digest 
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AT OUR APRIL SHARING MEETING 14 were in 

attendance. Thank you to Marcheta for greeting and 

facilitating, to Del for setting up and looking after the 

library, to Allie for greeting and cleaning up, and 

Dolores S. for cleaning up.  Thank you to Angela 

Krutish from the University of Manitoba MSC Genetic 

Counseling Program for sitting in on the meeting. She 

found it to be very emotional and powerful.   

 

AT OUR MAY SHARING MEETING  18 were in 

attendance with 7 attending for the first time.  Thanks to 

Marcheta for greeting, facilitating and cleaning up, to 

Del for setting up, looking after the library, greeting,  

facilitating and cleaning up, and Dolores S. for cleaning 

up.   

 

 

On May 9th, Pat Cuddy presented “Why Isn’t My 

Partner Crying?”  Pat talked about, and held an open 

discussion on, gender stereotypes.  It was very 

interesting and informative, and 

answered many questions that so 

many bereaved persons have 

about their partners after the 

death of their child, grandchild 

or sibling.  TCF/Winnipeg 

appreciates the time and effort 

you put into preparing this 

wonderful presentation.  Thank You Pat! 

  

                  Always Remembered, Alexander 
    

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Come on out to The Waterfront in Selkirk for the 15th 

Annual Candace Memories Show and Shine on Sunday 

August 12, 2018.  If you have a classic car or street rod, shine 

it up and bring it out!  Bring your motorcycle or your special 
interest vehicle!  This Show and Shine has a history of being a 

quality show.  Johnny and Sharon Morgoch lost their precious 

daughter Candace 23 years ago, and 15 years ago hosted the 

first Show and Shine and dedicated it to Candace.  Besides all 

the beautiful cars, come and enjoy Skinner’s delicious hot 

dogs and A&W’s fabulous root beer floats!  And get a special 

treat from Dairy Queen!  Place your bet on the blow-up car, 

and don’t forget to check out the silent auction.  AND! You’ll 

love the live music too!  Come and see us at the TCF display.  

Bring a lawn chair and share your day with us.                    

We hope to see you there!    

    Also, any money donations (cash/cheque) or  donations for 

the silent auction would be greatly appreciated.  Please submit 

by July 21st.  Silent auction donations can be dropped off at 

the office  or arrangements can be made for pick-up.  Cheques 

payable to Candace Memories and mail to Box 41, Grp. 326, 

RR 3, Selkirk, MB R1A 2A8. 

    For more info, contact Shannon 204 771 0107 or Tanya 

204 471 6219 or memoriescarshow@live.ca  THANKS!! 

 

On Sunday, June 3, 

2018, TCF/Winnipeg 

member Arlene Last 

Kolb and her friend 

Christine organized 

Flags of Hope where 

people who have lost 

loved ones to substance use or are currently struggling to 

support someone with an addiction, were invited to create a 

flag to honour those they have lost or are still struggling.  All 

the flags that were created with love will be taken to a rally in 

Victoria this summer and will join other flags from across 

Canada.  I made my flag in honour of all children who died 

from a substance poisoning.  There was a speaker from Street 

Connections, and Lois F. (also from our chapter) read a 

beautiful poem that she composed, and sang Try a Little 

Kindness. Thank you Arlene and Christine.  It was a beautiful 

event that touched everyone’s hearts.  

Always Remembered, Jessie and Adam   

REVIEW 

Our library, as an outreach program, can 

only be helpful to our members if 

everyone follows our guideline of two 

months borrowing time.  If these books 

have helped you in your journey, then 

you are aware they could help another 

bereaved parent.   
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LOVE GIFTS 

 
LOVE GIFTS are tax-deductible donations of money, library books or equipment, given by parents, grandparents and 
others.  These contributions are made to the Chapter in memory of a child, or as a memorial gift on the death of a friend or 
relative.  We truly appreciate your love gifts as they allow us to offer resources (this newsletter, books, brochures, and special 
remembrance ceremonies) to assist bereaved parents and siblings.  We are also able to provide information to “helping” 
professionals and others who impact the lives and feelings of the bereaved.  We publish the names of all donors in our 
newsletter, unless  otherwise requested.  Thank you to the following people for their generous gifts. 

 

 

CORPORATE, PROFESSIONAL and COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

♥ Ursuline Sisters of Tildonk Inc.  

  

 

 

 

The tragedy of the Humboldt Broncos bus crash in April, touched the lives of people worldwide.   TCF/Winnipeg 

member, Derek Watt, shares his thoughts. 

 

Broncos Forever 

 

Far too young they left this world 

for Heaven up above 

They took a piece of all our hearts 

but left us with their love 

Their precious memories will all live on 

deep in our hearts and soul 

We’ll honour and remember them 

each time the Broncos score a goal 

 

Derek Watt, TCF/Winnipeg 
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SHARING  
 

It is our practice to “share” your comments with our readers as they often benefit others.  Each of us handles our grief 

differently.  So, we ask for your tolerance and understanding with compassion for the submissions presented.  If you wish to 

submit a writing for Sharing in our next newsletter please mail or email it to our office by August 1st.   
 

From Arlene Last-Kolb, Winnipeg:  I am writing to please say thank you to Karen and Don Hurst for their lovely 

thoughts and gift in honor of our son Jessie. As the time goes by, grief changes, the days become bearable, but John 

and I go out and we see life going on around us, and we still say to ourselves what happened. Every holiday or 

celebration just reminds us of what we have lost. It is truly through our new friends, that understanding and 

compassion come from. We have all said this, that if you have not lost a child you will never understand our loss. If 

you have never been a brother or a sister who has lost a sibling, you will not understand. Please say to Karen and 

Don that John and I are grateful for there donation. Hugs to everyone. Arlene and John 

 

From Jan Kulhavy, Brandon, MB: Thank you for sending me the letters.   Even after 14 years of Evan’s passing, I 

look forward to reading them. Time doesn’t take the pain away of losing a child, it helps you live with the pain.  

Thanks for all your hard work. 

 

From Dale Ducharme, Winnipeg: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

January 10, 1977  -   July 17, 2007 
Dear Marc 

Eleven years ago our world was shattered  
We were left with broken hearts that never heal 

yet we are thankful for the 30 years of memories you gave us 
Your beautiful smile, contagious laughter, joyous antics & abundant love 

You are now at peace - an Angel watching over us 
Love you & miss you until our last breath our  

                                  Son, Brother, Grandson, Uncle & Nephew 
 
Until the time we will be together again - fly safe our Butterfly 
 
Love  
Mom, Dad, Jolene, Stacey & Family 
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The Winnipeg Chapter of The Compassionate Friends extends a huge thank you to Dolores Belot and Susan Taylor 

for everything they do to make sure our chapter runs smoothly and efficiently so that all bereaved parents, 

grandparents and siblings receive the care they so desperately need when they walk through our door.  Dolores, 

our Volunteer Coordinator, started volunteering in 1987 after her beloved son Jason died in 1984.  Susan, our 

Office Coordinator, started volunteering in January 1998 since the death of her beloved son Jamie in 1998.  

Dolores and Susan have been working together, side by side for 20 years!!  When a newly bereaved parent, 

grandparent or sibling come to TCF, like me 14 years ago, they are not thinking about the operation of our 

chapter, they’re just looking for a way to survive.  But there is so much that goes on “behind the scenes” that make 

our chapter what it is today.  Their job descriptions are extensive, and they have created a work environment that 

rivals any big business.  They deal with everything from helping our newsletter editors Del and Donna with the 

newsletter, to insurance, to board meetings, to creating a detailed procedure manual, to budgets, to organizing 

events, to being that kind and understanding voice on the other end of the phone when you call the office or come 

in.                                                                                                                                                                              

From the bottom of our hearts, as broken as they may be, we thank you Dolores and Susan. 

Always Remembered, Jason and Jamie 
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     While death is something that affects us all and no 
one is immune, during the course of our lifetimes we 
don’t expect our children to die before us.  Dealing with 
the death of a child is a very difficult issue.  As most of 
you know, the death of a child is like losing part of 
ourselves.  Losing something that feels irreplaceable.  
Bereaved parents often equate it to losing a limb.  
     Research tells us that the average person will have 
to make funeral arrangements at least three times 
during their lives.  We will attend funerals of people 
with whom we are very close as well as those to whom 
we are not very attached.  We all go through life 
knowing we will most likely bury our parents.  We also 
know that we might bury our spouses, our relatives, 
and our friends.  However, there is one form of death 
that we don’t expect.  We never expect or anticipate 
having to bury one of our own children. 
     The death of a child is not a part of the cycle for 
which we are prepared.  We hope and we pray that it 
will never happen to us.  Why does a child die when he 
or she has lived such a short time?  Why is a child’s life 
ripped away in their prime?  Why at a time when they 
haven’t even had a chance to live a full life? 
     The death of a child can be the most difficult form of 
grief to deal with.  It causes us to confront our deepest 
fears and examine our strongest beliefs.  We never 
give thought to burying our child.  It just isn’t the natural 
order of things.  When a parent dies we lose our past; 
when our spouse or partner dies, we lose our present; 
when a child dies, we lose our future, all that we had 
hoped for, not only for our child, but for ourselves as 
well.  It’s painful to say good-bye to our child as well as 
to all the dreams we had for the future. 
     Children can be one of our greatest teachers.  If 
adults listen, a lot can be learned.  There is something 
about a child’s perspective that can be really 
comforting.  Just before his death a terminally ill six-

year-old hugged his mother and said, “Don’t worry, 
Mommy; it is okay for me to die because I won’t be in 
pain anymore and I will be in heaven living with God.”  
The words of this six-year-old were filled with wisdom.  
Healing from a child’s death can take a very long time.  
Many things might re-open the wound, for instance, 
seeing a boy or girl the age of your child; watching 
someone else’s child grow up, or just sitting next to a 
child in a place of worship can all be excruciating.  As 
can the question of “How many children do you have?”  
It is hard to know how to answer that question.  Do you 
answer, “I have three children, but one is dead,” or “I 
have two” and not mention your deceased child?  
There is no right or wrong answer; it is okay to decide 
each time, depending on the situation. 
     Certain days are obviously going to be more 
difficult.  Birthdays, graduations, vacations, or other 
anniversary dates or holidays can be very painful.  You 
hurt so much because you loved so much.  These are 
normal grief reactions to losing your beloved child. 
     When a child dies parents often don’t know if they 
will survive; the pain is so great that it feels like they 
may die of a broken heart.  One mother said, “I 
wondered if I would ever be able to feel anything again 
except anger and sadness.  I am so glad to say—yes, 
eventually I found hope and joy again, but it was a 
continuous journey with ups and downs.”  Grief is hard 
work.  Finding a support group such as The 
Compassionate Friends can be an important lifeline.  
Being with people who understand the intense pain 
that is being experienced can be very helpful in the 
healing. 
     The death of a child is devastating, but it also can 
provide an opportunity for an individual to become a 
“wounded healer.”  When a person has healed from 
their wound, they can be there for someone else who 
is just at the beginning of their grief.  Many people who 
have had a child die give back to others by just being 
there. 
     When dealing with the pain and grief of a child’s 
death, take time to do the work of grief.  Grieve in the 
way that best works for you, talk about your feelings, 
be gentle with yourself, and remember that this is not a 
path that has to be walked alone.  There are loving and 
caring people who are willing to be there with you.  
Reach out, get support, and know that only the strong 
know when to ask for help. 
 
Howard R. Winokuer, PhD, LPC, NCC, FT  
The Winokuer Center for Counseling  
 

Heide Horsley, PsyD, LMSW, MS  
Executive Director: Open to Hope Foundation 
  
We Need Not Walk Alone 

 

LIVING 
AFTER  

A CHILD 
DIES 
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Let your tears fall with pride for they are not a sign of weakness or self-pity, but an authentic expression of sorrow.  
It takes great courage to feel your feelings, to express your feelings openly and honestly.  It takes great strength to 
tend to your sorrow.  Crying is not for the weak of heart.  Crying expresses what few words can or ever will.  Our 
work in grief is to feel, to express, to accept, to integrate, to heal.  Grief work takes guts, persistence, patience, self-
compassion, and courage-lots and lots of courage.  Tears are the sweat of grief work. 
 
It is not the job of the griever to make others comfortable with their expression of grief.  It is the job of the griever 
to grieve.  To grieve is to actively feel and express sorrow.  If your tears appear to make others uncomfortable, 
calmly speak your truth, teach them about your tears.  I cry because I grieve.  I cry because I am profoundly sad 
over the loss of my loved one.  I cry because life will forever be bittersweet.  I cry because there are no words to 
adequately express how I am feeling.  I cry because I am brave enough to face another day, to endure, to push 
forward, to live with grief in my heart.  I cry to express, to relieve, to release. 
 
Witnessing the tears of friends or family reminds us of our own fragility, powerlessness, inability to fix or lessen the 
pain and suffering of another.  The most compassionate and supportive thing we can do is create space for those 
tears, to breathe, to sit with the discomfort and to understand that crying is an expression, a release, a healing...not 
something to be analyzed, feared, or stopped. 
 
Dr. William Frey, a biochemist and “tear expert,” discovered that emotional tears have special health benefits.  
Reflex tears are 98% water while emotional tears also contain stress hormones that get excreted from the body 
through crying.  Emotional tears release stress. 
 
In an article by Judith Orloff, M.D. in Psychology Today, she discusses the health benefits of tears.  She describes a 
good cry as cleansing, a way to purge pent up emotions, and to release stress symptoms such as fatigue and pain.  
Crying stimulates the production of endorphins which are natural pain blockers. 
 
Crying is good for your health, your mind, your body, and your spirit.  It is a natural cleanse stimulating the release 
of pain.  Give yourself permission as well as the time and space to work through your grief, to 
feel and to express your feelings as they come.  So often we judge our healing by our tears.  
Find solace in knowing that tears are an expression of our unspoken words, our sadness, our 
pain leaving our bodies.  There will come a day when tears are not a part of our daily 
expression.  Until that day comes, let the tears fall and know that they are a powerful 
component of healing.  Practice self-compassion, patience, and the active nurturing of your 
soul and remember that every tear shed carries with it pain and stress. 
 
Jennifer Stern, LISW 
 

“Reprinted with permission from Grief Digest,  

Centering Corporation, Omaha, Nebraska.” 

To weep is to make less the depth of grief 
 

- William Shakespeare 

T  

E  

A  

R  

S  

There is a sacredness in tears.  They are not the mark of weakness, but of power.  
They speak more eloquently than ten thousand tongues.  They are the messengers 

of overwhelming grief, of deep contrition, and of  unspeakable love. 
 

          -Washington Irving 
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MY SON ROBIN 
 

You were born before midnight, after a hot summer’s day. 
In a rush to make an entrance, while your father was away. 

From the first moment I saw you, I knew you were my special boy. 
The pain of childbirth forgotten, only fulfilled, with nothing but joy. 

 

From baby to toddler, from school to young man, 
So many memories come flooding in, again and again. 

Your talent for football was noticed by all, 
Whenever you could, you’d be after that ball. 

 

Full of mischief, good humour and cheek, 
With a nature of kindness, in your way, quite unique. 

So healthy and happy, good looking as well, 
The girls all adored you, was evident to tell. 

 

My life without you has never been the same, 
Since you have gone, my heart is still in pain. 
A face I love is missing, a voice I love is still, 

A place is vacant in my heart, that no one else can fill. 
 

We are only apart, until we meet again, 
Your loving Mum. 

 

TCF/Victoria, AU 

Or Not To  
 

Summer is often the time of family reunions, vacations, family outings at nearby 
lakes or other places of recreation.  Such occasions may be difficult for 
bereaved families especially those recently bereaved.  Sometimes one asks 

why take a vacation when I really cannot enjoy it?  Or if we go on vacation for the sake of our surviving children, how can I be 
certain that that is the best decision for us to make?  Or if we attend our family reunion, will the rest of my family make me 
uncomfortable if I cry or if they deliberately refuse to use my child’s name?  Unfortunately there is no one answer to any of 
these questions.  It is a gamble whatever decision one makes.  But, in my personal experience, one’s worst fears are seldom 
realized.  
 

If you really do not want to leave home, then don’t.  Use your vacation time to work in your yard, to go to a movie every day if 
you want to do so, to redecorate a room or two, to curl up with several good books, to begin some project your son or 
daughter once mentioned if you would like to do it for him or her, or to write down feelings and perceptions about your grief to 
assist your own healing.  Some persons benefit from returning to a favourite vacation spot, while others find release for their 
pain in new and different surroundings they have never before visited. 
 

Still others may look forward to family reunions to garner support and love from other family members whom they do not see 
often.  Some, however, want to avoid extended family members until they themselves have regained their equilibrium.  To 
some, familiar haunts at beaches, lake-side cottages, or mountain cabins are tied to beautiful memories of their children 
which they seek repeatedly while others avoid such places because the memories are too overwhelming until the intensity of 
their grief has subsided. 
 

The point is that each of us is different.  What helps one bereaved family member may not be helpful to another.  To find the 
path for your family, discuss alternatives with your spouse and your surviving children.  If each family member expresses his 
or her desires and apprehensions about the customary summer family activities, they share the decision-making process and 
discover truly creative ways to help each other. 
 

Those who live alone with their grief may find friends to be valuable listeners.  Such friends may, even unwittingly sometimes, 
help one to find the better path.  In any event, be kind to yourself.  Choose well for yourself.  Remember, too, that it is all right 
to change your mind at any time.  Next summer will be less difficult, you can count on that.  I have been there, I know. 
 
Shirley Cognard Ottman 
Lovingly lifted from BP/USA  

To Vacation     c a a ti o n V 
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THE WELL OF SORROW AND JOY 
 

W hen Matt died, I cried more than I thought possible.  I didn’t 

know I could shed so many tears.  Sometimes the tears 

would rush to my eyes, unbidden and without warning.  Sometimes I 

could feel the tears standing, waiting for a signal, for permission to 

be released...like when I visited my son’s grave. 
 

The Profit says that sorrow carves into your being.  That seems 

exactly right.  Grief hollowed me out.  I’ve been emptied, gutted.  

My stomach muscles would ache from the heaving of my wails and 

screams.  As I grieve, I want to believe that something good, beyond 

the annihilation of my being, is taking place. 
 

Now I understand I have two choices.  Neither of them will give my 

son back to me the way I want him - alive, laughing, warm, filling up 

my arms. 
 

I can choose to stop living - not so much the suicide option, although 

I considered that, but the living - dead option: turning from life and 

love, hunkering down in my grief and waiting out the days or years 

left to me, holding tight to grief in all its anguished intensity, feeling 

that’s the closest I can get to Matt while I still draw breath. 
 

Or I can choose transformation, reaching, stumbling around trying to 

find my way back to living fully again.  Making myself do things, be 

with people, be outside, take in nature’s beauty, pay attention to 

good moments. 
 

So far I have chosen the path pointed toward living, mostly because I 

don’t want my surviving sons to be burdened with more loss and 

pain.  But I also feel the need to find out who I will be, having raised 

three wonderful sons and then buried one of them.  I want to see who 

will be looking back at me from the mirror at the bottom of the well, 

someone who knows there can be light and life beyond the 

blackness...to see if my laughter will rise up from the deepest place 

that my tears have come from.  As a bereaved mother I doubted that 

I could ever feel joy again, much less a joy that could match the 

depth of my sorrow. 
 

There’s a place of knowing inside each of us (the soul?) where we 

can realize that the words written in The Profit are true...and that it 

takes a lifetime of living to learn this wisdom.  I hope it is true, 

because if it is, then the joy that is still possible in my life will be 

staggering, spectacular, indescribable and enduring. 
 

Nancy Ronquillo, from A Journey Together 

BP/USA Coeur d’Alene Chapter 

 

Much like the nature of the ocean, 
grief flows in waves. 

 

Sometimes you can predict the impact or even see the 
waves coming from a distance. 

 

Other times it can blindside you, 
knocking you clean off your feet. 

 
Gratefully lifted from TCF/Johannesburg Chapter News 

 

I’ll be your legacy 

I’ll be your voice 

You live on in me 

So I’ve made the choice 

To honor your life 

By living again 

I love you 

I miss you  

I’ll see you again 
 

Alan Pedersen 

 

I promise to find hope through the 

heartache, to find joy through the sadness, 

to find strength through incredible 

weakness, to love even when it is hard, to 

live freely and bravely, even when I’m 

scared, to make the most of my days...to 

live in a way that would make you proud. 
 

TCF/London, UK 

I didn’t just lose my child. 
 
I lost my hopes. 
I lost my dreams. 
I lost everything  
I wanted 
and more than 
words can  
ever express... 
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The Uninvited Visitor 

 
Some visitors are uninvited but the worst are those that leave briefly only to return again and again, always it seems when 
least expected.  You can’t dissuade this particular uninvited visitor to stay away, though all of us try hard to do so.  Personally, 
I have tried to be invisible hoping the visitor would not see me and would just leave.  Admittedly, I have even tried to fake how 
I am feeling, so the visitor would not stop by.  I have even gone away from home on trips just to try and avoid this visitor! 
 

But time and time again, the uninvited visitor finds its way to me.  This visitor intrudes when I have a bit of happiness.  And, 
the visitor comes often when I least expect this visitor.  You have this uninvited visitor as well.  This unwelcomed, uninvited, 
intrusive visitor is grief. 
 

When grief first came into my life, it crowded everything else out.  When grief kept showing up again and again, I felt like I was 
trapped in the middle seat of an airplane on a journey I did not buy a ticket for.  I felt smothered between row mates who had 
little if any consideration for me, leaving me feeling as if they no longer knew I even existed.  As they leaned comfortably to the 
side or stretched into the aisle, I was left barely able to breathe. 
 

As time waned on, I learned how to be a better traveler.  I became better at integrating this uninvited visitor into my life.  Some 
days, I almost forgot the visitor was still here.  Those days came more often, now seven years after the death of my son.  
Sometimes though, it is as if grief deceptively lured me into a zone of letting down my guard. 
 

It seemed when my guard is down, I suddenly found myself boarding the plane again with only a middle seat available for me 
to take.  I have learned to use my elbows a bit on this journey.  I use my elbows to combat the uninvited visitor rather than to 
hide, to run, or to fake how I feel. 
 

This journey has a lot of turbulence.  When I heard the news of the shooting in Florida, I grimaced knowing 17 families would 
be boarding the plane to begin a journey they would not want to be on.  The Compassionate Friends will be there for them 
now and forever in the future.  Together we will help all families with the uninvited visitor on this horrific grief journey. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                            ~ Tony’s mom, Debbie Rambis, 
                                                                                                                                              Executive Director of The Compassionate Friends 

 

I t’s no fun to be struggling 

to stay alive and be 

positive about life, when our 

heart is broken and we feel 

overwhelmed and lost with 

the death of our loved one.  

Even though we are making progress and have promised ourselves to “hang in there,” to go through our grief rather than 

choosing to avoid it, we still have to deal with the excruciating bad days that can suddenly appear without any warning. 
 

When my two oldest children, 21-year-old Denis and 19-year-old Peggy, were killed in a 1986 car accident, I had no idea how 

long the grief process would be part of my life.  I gradually learned that it’s not a short-term process, nor is it a long-term 

process, but rather a life-time process.  It’s how we handle it, make the most of it, incorporate it into our lives, that helps us 

put our best foot forward, giving us the power to be valiant on those days that are dark, bleak, scary, and threaten our hard-

earned progress. 
 

I found some of these ideas a real tonic to lift my spirits, give me hope, and help me climb out of the dark pit that seemed to 

surround and engulf me.  Hopefully, some will work for you. 
 

Be Connected.  Love never dies.  We want to keep the communication lines open with our loved one.  Whether we are talking 

to them, praying to them, writing about them, lighting a candle for them, our relationship continues.  They are not gone, they 

have simply gone ahead.  To feel even closer to them, some of us lovingly wear a linking object, something that belonged to 

them, like a sweater, a hat, a piece of jewellery.  Others march directly to the tattoo parlor to choose a meaningful symbol, a  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                      Continued...  

Rescuing Yourself from a Bad Day 
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heart, a butterfly, a shamrock, to feel connected in a special 

way.  Each of us finds something that helps our heart 

remember all those treasured memories with our special 

person that bring a welcome smile to our face and lighten 

the burden in our  heart.  Maybe making a shrine on a 

tabletop, cabinet, sideboard, or TV, sharing framed pictures 

of our loved one or any objects that were meaningful to 

them, or items significant to us like angels, butterflies, 

flowers, printed prayers, or sayings, would help us feel 

lovingly connected when we miss them so much.  Some 

hang their loved one’s picture by the front or back door, 

throwing a kiss or greeting to them as they enter or leave 

their home, making them a part of their everyday lives, 

always remembered, staying connected. 
 

Be Determined.  We want our loved one to be proud of us, 

watching over us as we walk each stepping stone of the grief 

journey.  It’s hard work.  Hang on while riding the roller-

coaster of grief.  You can yell and scream all you want as 

your grief hits all those curves and dips and bumps, but 

don’t give up.  Know that a bad day just means you can 

“start over” tomorrow.  Have realistic goals that you can 

meet.  Be fair to yourself.  The bad news is that we all have 

bad days that blindside us, but the good news is those days 

enable us to feel the beauty of a good day, the love of a dear 

friend, the magnificence of a gorgeous sunset, and the 

elegance of a bouquet of flowers.  Make a list of 

affirmations, promises to yourself, and hang them on the 

bathroom mirror or refrigerator door, reminding yourself 

what you have promised yourself to do, like, “I commit to 

healing,” “I express my emotions,” “I tell people what I 

need,” and “I make time for myself.”  If we are determined 

to make the best of each day, we can make crisis an 

opportunity for good things to happen.  Staying in dialogue 

with God helps too, whether we are ranting, raving, crying, 

questioning, or bringing our most passionate feelings to our 

Creator.  God is the only One capable of handling the full 

intensity of our negative emotions, our questions, our fears, 

and our pain.  You will see answers, often in unexpected 

ways, which will get you out of the doldrums.    
 

Be Daring.  Try new avenues of help, opening yourself to 

new experiences like joining a support group, attending a 

bereavement conference, seeking private counselling, or 

checking out the grief books in your own public library.  Let 

yourself be inspired by the heartfelt messages of these 

facilitators, speakers, and authors, as they share their 

wisdom, giving you both a challenge and motivation while 

filling your soul up with hope and good thoughts.  You 

would be surprised at the happy faces that greet me after 

bereaved grandmas, moms and dads, and siblings show me 

their new tattoo (and most times their only one) inscribed 

with a sign that gives them support and a deep connection 

with their loved one.  Just touching it seems to infuse them 

with new strength on a bad day.  Collect some memorabilia, 

special objects with great sentimental value of your loved 

one, and make a Memory Box or add to the one you already 

have, filled with letters, cards, pictures, diplomas, prayers, 

medals, whatever warms your heart, like Denis’ little Ziggy 

doll dressed in graduation cap and gown, with “I is a brane” 

emblazoned on its chest or Peggy’s last Mother’s Day card 

three months before she died, which read, “Remember all 

that trouble I used to give you” and on the inside 

proclaimed, “I’m almost through!” 
 

Be Positive.  It’s what you tell your head.  Each morning 

when I get up, if I say, “I’ll never see my children again,” 

my stomach does flip-flops and I feel devastated.  But 

instead, if I say, “I’m one day closer to seeing Peggy and 

Denis,” my heart sings.  Stay in the present.  Every moment 

is precious.  Now is the time for us to forgive, reach out, and 

express our love.  As Mother Teresa reminds us, “Not all of 

us can do great things, but we can do small things with great 

love.”  Repeat things that you know bring a glow to your 

day.  It could be reading, golfing, walking the dog, visiting a 

good friend, playing with a grandchild, listening to soothing 

music.  Follow your heart.  That’s the rule of thumb.  Do 

what you can handle, not what overwhelms you.  Some of us 

might be letting the laundry pile up, ignoring the cooking, 

avoiding relatives, or not answering the telephone, but we 

might be creating the most gorgeous garden or knitting 

hundreds of scarves or becoming a master carpenter.  We 

grab onto anything that is a lifeline for us, something that 

relieves our pain and gets us through another day, maybe 

even with a smile.  We have the power to choose.  

Remember, your mind is a sacred enclosure into which 

nothing harmful can enter except by your permission.  We 

can control how we do our grief work and our attitude 

toward our healing.  When we can’t control what’s 

happening, we challenge ourselves to control the way we 

respond to what’s happening-that’s where the power is.  We 

can infuse our life with action and love.  Our choices will 

direct our healing through every step of the process, and we 

will feel the comforting rewards of our positive actions. 
 

So, as we are busy rescuing ourselves from a bad day, let us 

remember (and even smile at) Voltaire’s prophetic words, 

“Life is a shipwreck, but we must not forget to sing in the 

lifeboats,” reminding us to be grateful for life and the chance 

for a better tomorrow. 

 

Elaine E. Stillwell, M.A. 

 
“Reprinted with permission from 

 Grief Digest,  

 Centering Corporation,  

 Omaha, Nebraska.” 
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Grief at the Grocery Store 

 
They’re still there, the birds that roost in the open spaces of 
the letters in the grocery store sign. 
 

Only a handful of times has a natural smile bloomed onto my 
face in the past three months.  It unfolded very carefully, 
though without hesitation.  The delicate petals of some pretty 
pink flower unfurled to reveal a reminiscent peace that my 
body had forgotten about. 
 

I hadn’t noticed them at all the last few times I tried to come 
here.  I had forgotten the solace they used to bring, on my 
menial trips before my world shattered and left me 
splintered. 
 

As a child, I was excited to look for them and see if they 
were sitting there, waiting for me.  I would always count 
them and for some reason, that silly thing would bring me 
joy.  Bonus points for watching them come back and alight 
upon the second to last letter, like a twittering character of 
punctuation that was supposed to be there. 
 

The excitement waned as I grew taller, busier, less mindful 
of things and more mindful of my to-do lists.  Here and there 
I would notice and smile, and then go back to running 
through numbers and schedules in my head of who is 
supposed to be where and whether or not I had checked if 
we needed orange juice again. 
 

It was mostly a chore, a bore, to do these things.  Walk the 
aisles and fill my cart with the items we needed to keep us 
going for the week.  If somebody wasn’t feeling well, or had 
a rough week, I would make sure the ingredients for their 
favourite meal or a special treat came home with me that 
day.  If we entertained for a celebration or a holiday, I would 
select the things I needed to make it as meaningful as I 
could. 
 

I had never realized until you weren’t with me, that this was 
another way I loved you. 
 

I hadn’t realized the birds and everything else comfortable 
and safe disappeared when I left the house since you’ve 
been gone. 
 

The thought of grocery shopping sends me into panic, or 
floods me with tears and longing.  I haven’t been here much 
in the past three months. 
 

The first time I tried, I was overwhelmed by how much of you 
was there, in a place I never would have associated with 
you.  Daily meals, special dinners, your favourite snacks, 
even times I’d been here with you, they all leapt out from 
behind boxes of cereal or pasta. 
 

I left a cart full of things as I succumbed to a guerrilla 

warfare style attack of emotion, without ever having made it 
to the milk. 
 
I had wondered, what was wrong with me, that I couldn’t 
even shop for my own food? 
 

Why hadn’t anyone warned me that grocery shopping would 
make me feel crazy?  Make me feel like something was 
terribly, horribly wrong with me, that I would never get 
through this? 
 

Nobody told me that everyday tasks would be crippling, and 
not even the obvious ones.   
 

Groceries? 
 

I’m so sick of everyone telling me how I should be feeling, or 
not feeling. 
 

I’m weary of the careful little dance people do, screaming 
with discomfort because they don’t know what to do for me 
when they see me. 
 

These birds today, they opened something in me.  A tiny bud 
has fought its way up through the soil, and awoken in the 
sunlight. 
 

Even if I push my cart and cry when I go inside, my sobs 
cannot take this moment from me. 
 

I had peace. 
 

I may go home and collapse into an exhausted heap of 
brokenness.  I may not. 
 

Grief has been like that, an unpredictable, demanding, 
spoiled little child that wants what it wants when it wants it. 
 

It cannot take away my birds and the sliver of peace I had.  
What unfurled inside me today was a quiet, almost 
unrecognizable petal of hope. 
 

I don’t know how long it will last, or how infrequently it will 
come for me.  I may not feel peace or hope for many 
months. 
 

But I will remember this moment, with the little nesting birds, 
punctuating my day.  Ending a thought, giving me pause. 
 

I reject the ideas of moving on and acceptance and embrace 
accommodating this tremendous loss into my life, at my own 
pace. 
 

Keys in hand, list in my pocket, you in my heart.  
 

Oh, and tissues.  I’m out of tissues? 
 
Ilissa Jae Ducoat, LPC FT 
 

Reprinted with permission from  
Grief Digest, Volume 13, Issue #2 
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When Words Fail: Lessons From a 

 Father Grieving His Teen’s Suicide 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Recently, my world was turned upside down.  My 19-year-old 

succumbed to the illness of depression and took his own life.  As 

many have said previously, this pain is something no parent should 

have to endure.  There are no words to express the depth of the 

guilt, anger, sadness, and sorrow that is felt by a parent when their 

child dies so young, especially one who was surrounded by as 

much love and faced a future with as much promise as my son, 

Lucas.  There are no words that can console me.  Any death is a 

sad and difficult thing for the family members of the departed, but 

it’s also difficult for the family and friends who support them.  

Each tries to find the words that may help their own grieving and 

assist in alleviating the torment of those left behind, yet words 

often fail. 

 
The Inadequacy of Words 

     The inadequacy of words that console is exacerbated when a 

child takes his or her own life.  It’s a loss that adds the additional 

burdens of unbearable remorse and unanswered questions to 

already grieving parents; the general ambiguity heightens the pain 

and prolongs the grieving process. 

     Yet, we fall back on words.  We tell the survivors to be strong, 

to remember the good times, and to keep the faith.  We search out 

the platitudes and phrases that were shared with us when we lost a 

loved one or that we read on a sympathy card.  We try our best. 

     Unfortunately — and especially in the case of a suicide — 

words fail.  Perhaps they should not be shared at all.  Despite the 

best intentions of those offering these words, words often serve to 

worsen the pain felt by those grieving. 

     Below I’d like to share a few of the words and phrases that 

have failed to comfort me in the wake of my loss. 

 
Words That Fail 
1.   “How are you doing? 

      There’s only one answer to that question: “I’m terrible, thanks  

      for asking.” However, what I say is “I’m doing OK,” or “I’m 

      as well as can be under the circumstances.”  In reality, I’m  

      saying that only for your benefit.  What I want to say is:  

      “devastated.”  “I’m sleepless and exhausted.”  “My pain is so  

      deep I can’t bear to see the daylight.” 
 

      Instead of asking how I’m doing, give me a quiet hug.  Tell me  

      you’re praying for me, or share a story of how my son touched  

      your life in a positive way. 

 

2.   “Be strong.”  “Be strong for …” 

      One of the most common advice shared when people came to  

      pay their respects was “be strong”.  If being strong means that 

      I should not grieve, pretend that my heart was not just ripped  

      out of my chest, and that I shouldn’t show any emotion, well 

      that’s just not possible.  When your child completes suicide, 

      pausing your grief is akin to trying to hold back a tsunami with 

      an umbrella.  It’s impossible, and in the rare case that the 

      person has the fortitude to try, it’s not healthy.  It only serves 

      to prolong the agony.  
 

      Likewise, don’t tell any surviving young siblings to be strong 

      for their parents.  They are children; it’s we who should be 

      strong for them.  Instead of telling me, my wife or my daughter  

      to be strong, please be strong for us.  Be there with a hug, a  

      shoulder to lean on, or just be there by our side quietly for as  

      long as we need. 

 

3.   “The holidays will be tough.” 

      We lost our son in mid-October and so it’s natural to think of  

      the upcoming holidays.  I’ve been warned that this coming  

      Christmas will be very tough and several people have  

      suggested we should get away for a vacation.  Yes, birthdays  

      and holidays will  undoubtedly be tough, but why terrorize me 

      in advance of the event?  I don’t know how I’m going to feel at 

      that time.  It might be OK: I may take solace in my faith, at my 

      church, or among family as we recount the contributions my  

      son made to this world during his short time with us.  
 

      Again, it’s better to simply be there.  Instead of warning me of  

      the impending dread, during the holidays please just take time  

      to join me for a coffee, share a story, and lend a shoulder if I  

      need it. 

 

4.   “I’m in so much pain for you.” 

      Few suffer in isolation.  The pain felt by parents of a deceased  

      child is shared by their parents, their siblings, and their friends.  

      Our family is incredibly fortunate to have a large network of  

      people who truly love us and our son so the pain is shared by 

      many. 
 

      The challenge is to not let your pain or your sorrow as a friend  

      become a burden on the grieving parents of the child.  They  

      should not be required to console you, to hold you up as you 

      faint, or to be strong so you can manage your grief. 
 

      Knowing that many people are suffering right along with us is 

      both a blessing and a curse.  We feel the love and it certainly 

      helps; we’re truly blessed to be surrounded by so many caring  

      people.  On the other hand, we cannot grieve ourselves if we’re 

      busy consoling others. 

 

Why I’m Sharing This 

     I hope that my intentions are clear in writing this article.  I do 

not wish to criticize anyone who has shared their love with us or 

who has attempted to console us.  We see and feel the love and are 

truly grateful. 

     I’m sharing this list of lessons learned by a father grieving the 

loss of his son with the utmost respect, in the hope that it will help 

you better support those who may be grieving in your life.  Your 

presence is immeasurably more powerful than your words in such 

times. 

 
Lifted with thanks from TCF/Johannesburg 2015 
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I am there 
 

I am the breath of wind on your face. 
Whether head held high you tread 

the hard-edged crags of grief, 

or stooped and worn weary out  
the windings and unwindings of the day 

with each barely breathed sigh you take, 
let my touch lift you, 

let me be with you, 
I am the breath of wind on your face. 

 

I am the sound of birdsong in your garden. 
When stumbling 

you work the weeds blindly 
or numbed by memories 

you slump bone limp in the waiting chair, 

I am there, listen to me, 
I am singing to you, 

I am the sound of birdsong all around. 
 

I am the dawn of the new day: 

the light that breaks your unsleeping. 
Rise with me, walk with me. 

I am there in the mists of the morning 
and the change of the seasons. 

In the rain on the wind 
and the warmth of the waking sun 

I am there, lean on me, 

I will hold you,  
I will always be with you, 

I am the dawn of the new day. 
 
Gina Claye TCF/UK 

LITTLE ANGELS 
 

When God calls little Angels to dwell with Him 
above 

We mortals sometime question the wisdom of His  
love, 

For no heartache compares with the death of one 
small child, 

Who does so much to make our world seem 
wonderful and mild. 

Perhaps God tires of calling the aged to his fold, 
So he picks a rose bud, before it can grow old. 

God knows how much we need them, and so He 
takes but a few 

To make the land of heaven more beautiful to view. 
Believing this is difficult, till somehow we must try. 
The saddest word mankind knows, will always be 

“goodbye”. 
So when a little child departs, we who are left behind 
Must realize God loves children, and angels are hard  

to find. 
 

TCF/Atlanta 

I will never 
forget the  

moment your 
heart stopped 

 and mine kept 
beating. 

 

Angela Miller 

The littlest 
feet make  
the biggest 
footprints 
in our  
hearts. 

(This is a Sibling Story) 

It’s a Family Affair 
 

When a child dies, grief is a family affair.  It hits 
mom, dad, and siblings with equal despair.  Mom 
cries and cannot get out of bed.  Dad holds in 
emotions and leaves much unsaid.  Sister and 
brother simply cannot understand why death came and dealt 
this kind of hand.  No one acts as they should and nothing is the 
same.  The family wants to draw together but seems to only 
share pain.  Someone must be responsible when a child dies.  
Each family member thinks in some way it’s them, and cries. 
 

But no one is responsible for things we cannot control.  So reach 
out to each other and keep the family whole. 
 

Don’t let the differences in how each grieve change the love in 
your family or its belief.  Be strong when you can and weak 
when you must, and love each other with kindness and trust.  So 
treat the family with love and you will survive.  For we who have 
been there and made it through together can say that holding 
on to each other makes love last forever. 
 

Jackie Roxen 
TCF/Broward, FL 
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A FACE IN THE CROWD 

 

I thought I saw you 

in the crowd. 

They walked like you. 

Their stance was proud. 

 

Their hair the same. 

Their profile, too. 

I really thought 

It could be you. 

 

Then I remembered  

You were gone. 

My heart fell flat 

As I walked on. 

 

I see your face 

Wherever I go. 

Guess I just thought 

That you should know. 

 

Still hear your laugh 

And see your smile, 

Though you’ve been gone 

For quite a while. 

 

I miss you more 

Than words can say. 

Wish it had been you 

That I saw today. 

 

Lovingly lifted from Central Iowa Chapter 

TO GET  SOMEWHERE  
 

You Have to Leave Nowhere Behind 

What are positive ways we can express our suffering?  We’ve been bitten by the poisonous snake of death and we need to get 

that poison out.  One of the best ways to bleed out the poison of our suffering is to talk about it, talk about all of it. 

When I first tried to ride my bicycle without training wheels 
and without my dad holding onto the seat, a mixture of 
excitement and fear pulsed through my body.  I felt much 
more fear than excitement.  I was afraid of falling down, 
breaking my leg or crashing into a tree and killing myself.  
“Somebody save me...please!”   
 

We lived outside Toledo, Ohio, with a soaring cottonwood 
tree in our parkway.  Unbeknownst to me, someone planted 
a magnet inside that tree so when I started pedaling my bike 
I was yanked into its trunk, and not in a nice way.  Ouch!  
Challenging my fear was not something I wanted to do, but if 
I wanted to ride with my friends, I had to conquer my fear.  
At the time, I didn’t understand the subtle things I was 
learning by pushing myself and expanding my comfort zone.  
I didn’t know my confidence would grow, propelling me to 

take risks in other areas later in my life.  The lesson I 
learned was that to get somewhere I had to leave nowhere 
behind. 
 

After my son died, I found myself living in nowhere, and it 
was fine with me, just like it is for all newly bereaved 
parents.  Our comfort zones have been destroyed, nothing 
will ever be like it was.  Our past lives ended and this new 
unwanted journey propelled us into areas we knew nothing  
about.  The pain was so intense, the suffering so great, we  
sometimes didn’t want to live another moment. 
 

“Nowhere is just fine thank you.”  And that’s where we stay  
for a long time.  In the beginning that’s okay.  It’s okay to feel  
 

                                                                             Continued...                                                                                                                                                          

I have endured pain and 

loss, I have felt broken, I 

have known hardship and 

I have felt lost and alone. 

But here I stand, trying to 

move forward, one day at 

a time.  I will remember 

the lessons in my life  

because they are making  

me who I am. 

Stronger. 

A Warrior. 

 

Cape Cod Chapter 

Something to Think About. 
 
I cannot reconcile the images of Petya living and Petya dead. 
 
They are both precious to me; what is there in common 
between that being full of life, light and affection and this other 
motionless, solemn and cold? 
 
He was attached to me.  I wonder.  Did it hurt him to leave me? 
 
Excerpts from the diary of Sonya Tolstoy (wife of Leo Tolstoy) 
whose son died of croup at the age of 14 months. 
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anything we want to feel; to do anything we want that 
doesn’t harm us or others; to stumble and fall in our new 
crippled lives.  Nowhere becomes very comfortable, 
somewhere is not a place we want to go. 
 

It’s when nowhere does becomes comfortable, and we resist 
going somewhere, that we make the unconscious decision 
to either stay in nowhere or challenge ourselves—get back 
on our bikes, so to speak—and work at going somewhere, 
even though we don’t know where somewhere will take us.  
Getting back up, spinning the pedals in place, balancing our 
bikes as we throw our legs over the bar again is a scary 
thing to do.  But when we say, “Anywhere is better than 
nowhere,” that’s when our healing begins.  And it must begin 
if we’re ever going to go somewhere with our lives.  The 
unknown can be a frightening place because we’re walking 
blind.  And yes, we may fall down again, but each time we 
get back up, we’re on our way to somewhere and we’re a 
little bit stronger, a little bit more healed.  
 

Grief is scary stuff.  The scariest stuff I’ve ever known.  As a 
combat veteran, wounded in Viet Nam, the terror I felt in the 
jungle paled in comparison to the terror I felt when I learned 
of the death of my son.  Grief pounded on me, pinned me 
down, and wouldn’t let me up for a long time.  We all know 
that feeling and how terrifying grief can be.  It’s the monster 
under the bed that’s now out from under the bed and holding 
us down, just about scaring us to death.  Somehow we 
managed to breathe, somehow we managed to exist. 
 

How do we start going somewhere and leave nowhere 
behind?  We start by expressing our pain in positive ways.  If 
we express it negatively through violence, abuse, excessive 
drinking or taking drugs, we will be stuck in nowhere until 
those destructive behaviors stop.  Nowhere is not a good 
place to live.  Trying to bury our pain only creates more pain; 
it will not go away or weaken if we run from it.  It will chase 
us down, because our pain, our grief, is our lifetime 
companion.  If we confront it and work at our healing, the 
pain will lessen, our lives will get better.  But they will only 
get better if we want them to get better and we do our work.  
To get somewhere we have to leave nowhere behind.  It’s 
not easy to start the healing.  It’s hard to jump into the deep 
end of the pool of our grief and try to swim with all the 
burdens in our new lives dragging us down, but it can be 
done. 
 

What are positive ways we can express our suffering?  
We’ve been bitten by the poisonous snake of death and we 
need to get that poison out.  One of the best ways to bleed 
out the poison of our suffering is to talk about it, talk about all 
of it.  It’s okay to be angry, guilty, resentful, feel sorry for 
ourselves and experience the myriad of other emotions that 
churn inside us.  It’s okay to express them not only through 
talking, but also through crying, writing, yelling at the wall, 
screaming in the car, beating up a pillow, hugging a friend, 
exercising, painting, making a memory book and on and on.  
If you need to, let others know what you need, ask for help.  
It’s not a sign of weakness to say, “I don’t know what to do; 

help me.”  That’s a sign of strength and your desire to go 
somewhere and leave nowhere behind.  Early in our new 
lives it’s necessary to let ourselves feel and express all our 
emotions, even the scary ones.  As we do our healing work, 
it’s important to understand that holding on to the ugly 
emotions will keep us at nowhere; keep us from going 
somewhere. 
 

Forgiveness and letting go are positive ways to leave 
nowhere behind and move somewhere ahead.  Letting go of 
our anger toward those who don’t “get it” is a good way to 
move somewhere.  No one gets it like we do; don’t expect 
them to.  Letting go of our expectations of others who we 
think should be supporting us better will help us heal.  
Forgiving those who hurt us, even though they thought they 
were trying to help is a positive way to heal.  Letting go of 
blame, guilt, resentment and our loved one’s physical death 
are ways to propel us forward in our healing.  Moving 
forward with our lives is always our goal.  Even though we 
will stumble and fall many, many times (and that’s okay), it’s 
absolutely paramount to our healing that we get back up and 
move ahead, move somewhere further down the road on our 
journey.  Forgiveness and letting go can be powerful 
healers. 
 

Ask yourself, “What can I do to keep from staying in 
nowhere?”  Even though the deaths of our loved ones have 
absolutely crushed us, it is because of their lives that we 
must fight for our lives.  What are the little things in your life 
that will take you down your path to somewhere; to a better, 
happier and more meaningful life?  One way to move to 
somewhere is to reach out and help others.  Helping others 
will help us heal.  As we involve ourselves in the lives of 
others, we can once again find meaning in our lives. 
 

You will always have the love you have for your beloved.  
Since you can no longer give it directly to him or her, give it 
away to others, spread your love around.  Volunteer at a 
hospital, your church or a school, mow a neighbour’s lawn, 
wash their windows, work for your community’s festival or go 
to a nursing home and talk with the elderly.  Give a 
compliment, hold open a door, give someone a ride when 
they need it.  There are lots of ways to get involved, lots of 
ways to go somewhere; lots of ways to help yourself by 
helping others. 
 

Even though we will forever grieve the deaths of our 
children, it doesn’t mean we need to lead a grief-stricken life.  
We must continuously fight nowhere by working at going 
somewhere.  Somewhere is a place of hope, a place where 
our lives can have meaning again.  As we fight for our 
somewhere, we fight for the return of our smiles and the 
return of the lives of our absent loved ones.  The fight is 
worth it; life is worth it; we are worth it. 
 
Rob Anderson, Sugar Grove, Illinois 
 

“Reprinted with permission from Grief Digest, 
Centering Corporation, Omaha, Nebraska.” 
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We hear a great deal these days about “drinking and 
driving.”  My lovely daughter Jane was killed by a 
drunk three years and four months ago, so that makes it 
much too late for my family.  I put the big push to keep 
drunks off the streets and highways.  It will perhaps 

prevent others from having to go through this awful pain and agony. 
   
“Grieving and driving” is, however, another problem which most people are totally unfamiliar with.  At times I 
feel as though my head is detached from my body; that my mind has taken a leave of absence and I do not think 
straight at all.  Very often I get into my car under these conditions.  I am alone there, I can leave all other matters 
behind and the tears I have fought back all day start to flow. 
 
In my conversations with other bereaved parents, I have found that this is a common problem.  Many times other 
family members have been involved in accidents.  Within six months of Jane’s death, my niece, two of my sisters, 
and my son were involved in accidents.  One of these was very tragic wherein another person died. 
 

There is a great need to be aware of what can happen and what we can do about it.  After having had a number 
of very shaky things happen to me while “grieving and driving”, I decided to tell you about them in the hopes 
that we can all become more aware of our situation. 
 

                                                                                                                            Peggy Miller, TCF/Seattle-King Co.  

 

F I R E F L I E S  
 

IN THE BESTSELLING NOVELS of suspense master David Morrell, 

fear is the main subject.  But Morrell himself had never known genuine 
terror until he watched his 15-year-old son wage a heroic but doomed 
struggle with cancer.  Nor had he ever been so changed until he 
experienced that struggle’s eerie aftermath. 
 

Told partly as fiction but with the searing force of truth on every page, this 
is a father’s powerful and unforgettable story of fierce love, searing loss, 
and an unexpected, breathtaking encounter with the miraculous.  
Ultimately, Fireflies is a tribute to the undying human spirit that has already 

given new hope to grateful readers around the world. 
 

David wrote this account for himself, but to his surprise, his candid portrait 

of grief turned out to help other people in grief or else the friends of those in 
grief.  His discussions about panic attacks as well as the “could have, 
should have” syndrome and the stress within marriages after a child’s death 
are some of the reasons that David was asked to deliver several keynote 
speeches to national conferences of The Compassionate Friends, the 
world’s largest grief organization—for the parents, siblings, grandparents, 
and friends of children who have died. 
 

David Morrell is the award-winning author of First Blood, the novel in 

which Rambo was created.  He was born in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. 
 

This book is available in our TCF Winnipeg Library. 

BOOK REVIEW 

GRIEVING  
AND 
DRIVING  
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

 

July 19  Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm.  Library opens at 7:00 pm. 

 

July 24  Palliative Manitoba and Chapel Lawn Funeral Home Grief Seminar.  Communication is  

                                    Key.  Time: 12—1 pm. Location: Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, 4000 Portage Avenue.    

                                    Cost: Free.  Please register by calling Chapel Lawn Funeral Home at 204-885-9715.  

 

August 12  15th Annual Memories Car Show and Shine, 12 pm—4 pm at the Selkirk Waterfront and  

                                    Docks.  Johnny and Sharon Morgoch are coordinating a display of old, classic, antique and  

                                    street rods in memory of their daughter Candace.  Please contact Johnny and Sharon at 204- 

                                    299-5701 or 204-299-7704.  Proceeds from this event will be donated to TCF/Winnipeg for  

                                    bereavement support and resources.  

 

August 14  Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar.  Grief Doesn’t Take a  

                                    Vacation.  Time: 7—8 pm.  Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street.  Cost: Free.

   Please register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.    

 

August 16  Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm.  Library opens at 7:00 pm. 

 

September 13 & 14 Palliative Manitoba 27th Annual Provincial Conference: “Keep It Simple”.  Location: 

                                    Victoria Inn 1808 Wellington Avenue, Phone: 204-889-8525 ext. 228.    Visit their website         

                                     for additional information—www.palliativemanitoba.ca 

 

September 20  Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm.  Library opens at 7:00 pm. 

 

September 25  Palliative Manitoba and Chapel Lawn Funeral Home Grief Seminar.  Parents that are  

                                    Left Behind. Time: 12—1 pm. Location: Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, 4000 Portage Avenue.  

   Cost: Free.  Please register by calling Chapel Lawn Funeral Home at 204 885 9715. 

 

  

 

 

                                      Don’t walk in front of me . . . I may not follow.  Don’t walk behind me . . . I may not lead.     

                                                                                Walk beside me . . . just be my friend.                                               

 

                                                                                                                        Albert Camus                       
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Telephone messages are checked daily.  Emails are checked twice a week. 

 

THE COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS is an international, voluntary, non-profit, non-denominational, self-help organization 

offering FRIENDSHIP, UNDERSTANDING, GRIEF EDUCATION and HOPE FOR THE FUTURE to all families who 

are grieving the death of a child at any age from any cause including miscarriage, stillbirth, infant and adult.  We are not 

counselors or therapists.  We are people who have journeyed (in varying degrees) the same road you are now traveling. 

 

OUR PURPOSE is to aid in the positive reconciliation of grief and foster the physical and emotional health of bereaved 

parents and their surviving children. 

 

THERE ARE NO DUES OR MEMBERSHIP FEES.  All contributions are voluntary, and tax-deductible receipts will be 

issued.  Winnipeg Chapter Tax-Exempt #11922 8138 RR0001. 

TELEPHONE AND EMAIL FRIENDS know, understand and care.   

 

Please call or email any of the following people if you are having a bad day, if you would like to share a memory or 

if you would just like reassurance that what you are feeling is “normal.”  As these “friends” are volunteers, please 

understand that they may not always be at home when you contact them. 

 
204-269-1486                                   Winnipeg  Allie Turnock   (son, 25 yrs., suicide) 
 

204-284-1437     brenzeb@mts.net  Brenda Zebrynski    (daughter, 25 yrs., cancer) 
 

                            shirl3@shaw.ca   Shirley Plante   (daughter, 17 yrs, complications of   

       eating disorder) 

204-226-5434 bkkcck@mymts.net   Karen Clay   (son, 18 yrs., homicide) 
 

204-295-6550 calvinleischner23@gmail.com     *Marie-Claude Leischner   (son, 19 yrs., accidental) 

204-227-5112   Calvin Leischner     
    

204-918-9108 jodily-odily@hotmail.com  Jodie Shepit   (daughter, 17 yrs., unsolved homicide) 
 

204-291-2255 kmhurst@icloud.com      Karen Hurst   (son, 24 yrs., suicide) 
 

204-918-3787 dan.noordman@gmail.com   Dan Noordman   (son, 23 yrs., drug overdose/poisoning 

204-955-0976                                                                     Tabitha Noordman  
 

204-472-3968 Flin Flon  Lee Fergusson   (son, 24 yrs., vehicle accident) 
 

204-638-7384 Dauphin  Judy Henuset    (daughter, 17yrs., MVA) 
 

204-873-2472 emilylovell@hotmail.com Crystal City  Emily Lovell    (son, 9 yrs., vehicle accident) 
 

204-473-2523 chalcrow7@gmail.com Leaf Rapids  Walter & Carol Halcrow   (son 24 yrs., house fire) 
 

204-482-5563  Selkirk   Shelly Florko-Thomas   (son, 20 yrs., workplace accident) 
 

204-227-8262 jd4mdam@gmail.com Dugald  Judy Dunn    (son, 23 yrs., suicide) 
 

lauratssessaze@hotmail.com.  Lac Brochet  Laura Tssessaze   (son, 20 yrs., gunshot) 
 

780-594-1996 d_McQuaker@hotmail.com Cold Lake, AB Della McQuaker   (daughter, 15 days, multiple birth defect 

        disorder) 
 

807-274-4409  Ft. Frances, ON  Tammy Riordon    (son, 1 month, heart defect) 

 

* denotes French-speaking 

TOGETHER  WE  CAN  MAKE  IT 

mailto:dan.noordman@gmail.com
mailto:lauratssessaze@hotmail.com

